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S U M M A R Y
The interdisciplinary Dead Sea Rift Transect (DESERT) project that was conducted in Israel,
the Palestine Territories and Jordan has provided a rich palette of data sets to examine the crust
and uppermost mantle beneath one of Earth’s most prominent fault systems, the Dead Sea
Transform (DST). As part of the passive seismic component, thirty broad-band sensors were
deployed in 2000 across the DST for roughly one year. During this deployment, we recorded
115 teleseismic earthquakes that are suitable for a fundamental mode Rayleigh wave analysis
at intermediate periods (35–150 s). Our initial analysis reveals overall shear velocities that are
reduced by up to 4 per cent with respect to reference Earth model PREM. To the west of
the DST, we find a seismically relatively fast but thin lid that is about 80 km thick. Towards
the east, shallow seismic velocities are low while a deeper low velocity zone is not detected.
This contradicts the currently favoured thermomechanical model for the DST that predicts
lithospheric thinning through mechanical erosion by an intruding plume from the Red Sea.
On the other hand, our current results are somewhat inconclusive regarding asthenosphere
velocities east of the DST due to the band limitation of the recording equipment in Jordan.

Key words: Tomography; Surface waves and free oscillations; Transform faults; Dynamics
of lithosphere and mantle.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The roughly 1000 km long Dead Sea Transform System (DSTS),

which includes the Dead Sea rift, provides the essential link between

some of the most prominent continental divergent and convergent

plate boundaries: the Afro–Arabian Rift System to the south and the

Anatolian collision zone and fault system to the north. The transform

system is relatively recent (18 Myr). With a present-day slip-rate

between Arabia and Africa of 4–5 mm yr−1 (Klinger et al. 2000a;

Wdowinski et al. 2004; Mahmoud et al. 2005; LeBeon et al. 2006;

Reilinger et al. 2006), the total left-lateral displacement amounts to

roughly 105 km (Garfunkel & Ben-Avraham 1996). The DSTS is

currently not as seismically active as the southern California part of

the San Andreas Fault (about half as many earthquakes make it to the

Lamont–Harvard CMT catalogue), but is has nevertheless been the

stage for many devastating earthquakes in historical times (Nur &

MacAskill 1991; Amiran et al. 1994; Klinger et al. 2000b; Migowski

et al. 2004). The last major earthquake, a M s = 7.3 strike-slip event,

occurred in 1995 in the Gulf of Aqaba (Hofstetter et al. 2003) where

the bulk of current seismicity is located. More recently, a ML = 5.3

earthquake beneath the northern Dead Sea on 2004 February 11

damaged structures in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Nablus 50 km away,

and five ML = 4.0 or larger events have occurred in the greater

Dead Sea region since then (Geophysical Institute of Israel online

event catalogue). Such events and the frequent microseismic activ-

ity (e.g. van Eck & Hofstetter 1990; Aldersons et al. 2003; Salamon

et al. 2003) are but reminders of the imminent seismic hazard in the

region. The DSTS also hosts the Dead Sea, the deepest depression,

and the Dead Sea basin, the largest pull-apart basin known on Earth.

The Dead Sea basin is almost 150 km long, about 10 km wide and

extends from the southern Jordan valley near Jericho through the

central Arava (or Araba) valley north of Elat. The Dead Sea Trans-

form (DST) is governed by a relatively simple stress field which puts

it in marked contrast to other major fault systems (e.g. the North

Anatolian Fault or the San Andreas Fault Systems). This simplicity

provides the opportunity for a ‘natural laboratory’ to study active

transform faults, a key structural element of plate tectonics. There

have been a few active source experiments in the past to study crustal

structure on both sides of the DST (e.g. Makris et al. 1983; Mechie

& El-Isa 1988). But despite the central role of the DSTS as a ‘world

geological site’, no geophysical transect has ever crossed it so that

many details of the crustal and upper-mantle structure and its role

in the dynamics of this region are still unknown.

An international team with colleagues from Germany, Israel, the

Palestine Territories and Jordan therefore joined forces to conduct an

interdisciplinary, multiscale study of the Dead Sea Rift (Abu-Ayyash

et al. 2000; DESERT Group 2004). The DEad SEa Rift Transect

(DESERT) was launched in 2000 February and addresses such fun-

damental questions as ‘How do shear zones work?’ and ‘What con-

trols them?’ The first DESERT field campaign consisted of several
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Figure 1. Array configuration of the passive seismic components of the DESERT experiment. The small-aperture (several km) controlled source array as well

as an MT array were located along the wide-angle refraction and reflection (WRR) line across the Dead Sea Basin. Stars mark permanent broad-band stations

the data for which are easily accessible through Data Management Centers. The present-day relative plate motion (white arrows) is about 5 mm yr−1. Blue

crosses mark locations of measured conductive surface heat flow (Galanis et al. 1986; Förster et al. 2007). The white dashed line approximately marks the

Dead Sea Transform boundary. The Dead Sea Rift is characterized by low elevations between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba.

active seismic, magnetotelluric and passive seismic projects where

the latter lasted until 2001 June (Fig. 1). DESERT also includes

electromagnetic, gravity, geodynamic, petrological, geothermic and

geotechnical studies.

The centrepiece of the active seismic component of DESERT

is a 300-km-long profile across the Dead Sea Basin (Fig. 1) that

includes a wide-angle reflection/refraction study (WRR), a near-

vertical reflection study (NVR) and a high-frequency controlled

source array. Results from the active seismic studies have recently

started to appear in the literature (Haberland et al. 2003; DESERT

Group 2004; Maercklin et al. 2004; Mechie et al. 2005; Kesten et al.
2008). To summarize some of the results, the damage zone within the

fault is only a few tens of metres wide and therefore much narrower

than that of the San Andreas Fault. The Moho depth along the WRR

line gradually increases from 28 to 38 km but, perhaps surprisingly,

no significant Moho-updoming is observed under the Dead Sea rift.

This observation taken by itself suggests that the mantle has played

a minor role in the extension process associated with the rift itself

(DESERT Group 2004). This also appears to be in concordance with

the ‘normal’ surface heat flow of 45–60 mW m−2 on the uplifted

Arabian Plate to the east of the DST (Eckstein 1979; Förster et al.
2007).

DESERT also has a passive seismic component carried by a 30-

instrument broad-band array (Güralp CMG-3T and CMG-40T as

well as Wielandt-Streckeisen STS-2 sensors) and a 30-instrument

short-period array (Mark L4-3D sensors), all instruments recording

continuously at 50 Hz. The driving force for setting up the pas-

sive seismic array was to augment body wave tomographic data sets

(Koulakov & Sobolev 2006; Koulakov et al. 2006), and to analyse

receiver functions (Mohsen et al. 2005, 2006) and shear wave split-

ting (Bock et al. 2001; Rümpker et al. 2003; Ryberg et al. 2005).

Detailed thermomechanical modelling that has been carried out as

part of DESERT indicates that the mantle must be involved in the

deformation process in order to explain the marked offset in topog-

raphy (more than 1 km) across the DSTS (Sobolev et al. 2005). In

their favoured scenario the lithosphere of the Arabian Plate under-

went thinning through either thermal erosion or delamination, while

the lithosphere west of the DST remains unaffected. This is consis-

tent with the results from the receiver function study of Mohsen

et al. (2006) who detect the top of a low-velocity zone east of the

DST, which is assumed to be the lithosphere-asthenosphere bound-

ary (LAB), to deepen northward from 67 to 80 km depth. Sobolev’s

scenario is also broadly consistent with the results of large-scale sur-

face wave studies by Debayle et al. (2001) and Maggi & Priestley

(2005) who find anomalously low velocities beneath the Arabian

Plate at about 100 km depth.

Though initially not a target area, the data analysis appears to re-

veal that the seismic structure of the deeper upper mantle, that eludes

most of the initially planned seismic components of DESERT, holds

the clues to understanding the geodynamical state of the DSTS. A

Backus–Gilbert analysis (Backus & Gilbert 1968) reveals that seis-

mic surface waves between 15 and 100 s provide useful complemen-

tary information on local crustal and upper-mantle structure down

to at least 250 km (Fig. 2). Reliable broad-band instrumentation

actually provides high-quality data to much longer periods, so our

estimates are rather conservative. The original DESERT proposal

included no plans to analyse surface waves but it may now be a key

study tool. A regional analysis of surface wave dispersion is also
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Figure 2. Results of a Backus–Gilbert resolution analysis, for two sets of given input dispersion data (the two period band 100–15 s and 50–15 s). The vertical

functions show over what range a δ-function like structure will be spread, assuming a 1 per cent error in our data. Horizontal bars mark the ‘target depth’, the

depth at which the δ-function was placed. Solid bars indicate that a target depth is resolved (i.e. structure recovered at the right depth), while open bars mark

target depths that are not resolved. Dispersion data at periods longer than 50 s period are clearly needed to resolve structure below 150 km. Assuming that we

gather no useful data beyond 100 s implies that our data set will not resolve structure at 300 km depth and beyond.

Figure 3. Ground velocity responses for a variety of instruments discussed in this paper. STS-2 and CMG-3T equipment are true broad-band instruments,

while the CMG-40T has considerably less bandwidth. Also shown is the LP-end of the response of short-period Mark L4-3D equipment. The grey bar marks

the frequency range of the surface waves analysed here.

one of the few tools that provide absolute seismic velocities. In this

paper, we present our initial teleseismic Rayleigh wave analysis for

periods between 35 and 150 s. Our model exhibits a thin, seismically

fast mantle lid west of the DST that is underlain by a pronounced

low-velocity zone (the asthenosphere), as predicted by the geody-

namic model. On the eastern side, however, shallow seismic mantle

velocities are much lower and a low-velocity zone beneath is not im-

aged everywhere. This suggests that the root of the Arabian Shield

away from the DST may still be intact.

To the east of the DST, our current model has greater uncer-

tainties than we desire. Due to logistical reasons, the area east of

the DST was occupied mainly by wide-band CMG-40T sensors

(see Fig. 1). This strategy was irrelevant for the initially planned

body wave experiments but greatly hampers a surface wave study,

as the CMG-40T cannot record long-period signals with high fi-

delity. Fig. 3 shows that the low-frequency roll-off in the velocity

response for the CMG-40T is at periods around 33 s, while the

roll-off at true broad-band sensors is around 100 s. The nominal

corner frequencies of the CMG-40T on one hand and the CMG-

3T and STS-2 on the other are 40 and 120 s (see e.g. at the

web site of the PASSCAL program, http://www.passcal.nmt.edu/

instrumentation/Sensor/sensor info.html). Taking this information

at face value, we could probably expect to measure dispersion to 50 s

but not much more, at a significant loss of resolution below 150 km

(Fig. 2). We were initially skeptical that an analyse of CMG-40T

records can be done for our purposes, as some tests in the field and

on the pier in a vault appear to have been quite discouraging. The

sensor is reported to become quite noisy at periods much longer than

15 s (Frank Vernon 2002, and Jim Fowler, 2003, personal commu-

nication). On the other hand, the signal-to-noise ratio in individual
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Ray Paths to DESERT (May 2000 - June 2001)

Figure 4. Events suitable for a teleseismic surface wave study at the

DESERT array. Selection criteria are: epicentral distance less than 105◦;

source depth less than 110 km; scalar seismic moment greater than 5 ×
1017 Nm.

seismograms depends strongly on ambient noise and installation

conditions, and source parameters such as earthquake magnitude.

However, our own experience in low-frequency studies has taught

us that reliable measurements are possible on broad-band sensors

much beyond the low-frequency roll-off. The fact that dispersion

has been measured on Mark L4-3D 1 Hz sensors to periods up to

50 s (Forsyth et al. 1998), though this was on the ocean floor, ulti-

mately encouraged us to attempt the study presented here. During

the DESERT deployment, we collected numerous seismograms of

almost spectacularly high quality that appears to disprove the rather

pessimistic view of some of us. Nevertheless, we most likely would

have chosen a different deployment plan had a surface wave com-

ponent been part of the initial proposal. In this regard, the analysis

presented here summarizes the ‘lessons we learnt’.

2 D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E F I E L D

P RO G R A M

The project concentrates on the area around the Arava Valley at

the southern end of the DST. DESERT is the first experiment of

its kind that is conducted concurrently on both sides of the DST.

The passive seismic component of the DESERT program began

with the deployment of CMG-3T and CMG-40T sensors in 2000

May, while STS-2 sensors followed in 2000 November to augment

the deployment west of the DST and south along the Arava Valley

(Fig. 1). Except for station JS07, all sites east of the DST were

equipped with CMG-40Ts. The majority of sites in Jordan were

collocated with stations of a permanent seismic network, while about

half the installations in Israel were located in bunkers. All stations

were recovered in 2001 June.

2.1 Data collection, processing and availability

For the period between 2000 May and 2001 June, we can identify

numerous shallow teleseismic earthquakes that are suitable for this

study (Fig. 4). Our database includes 115 shallow events with a

scalar seismic moment of M 0 = 5 × 1017 Nm or greater which

corresponds roughly to surface wave magnitudes MS > 4.7. The

azimuthal coverage is very good though events occurring along the

Western Pacific Rim dominate the database.

The original data are sampled at 50 Hz which is impractical for a

long-periods surface wave analysis. We therefore low-pass filter the

data using a steep convolution filter and decimate the data to 1 Hz.

In unprocessed records, data around 20 s usually dominate the spec-

trum of the wave trains. At teleseismic distances, such data have

Total Filter Response to a Spike

Frequency [Hz]

Input
Output

Figure 5. Data filtering response (solid) to a synthetic spike (dashed). A

combination of demeaning and two low-pass filters is applied prior to removal

of the instrument response, and a high-pass and a low-pass filter afterward.

undergone significant multipathing before arriving at the record-

ing array, which hampers a straight-forward analysis. We suppress

the dominance of these data using another, less steep low-pass fil-

ter before removing the instrument response. To ‘pre-whiten’ the

data, we finally apply a combination of high- and low-pass filters.

The response of the complete set of four filter cascades is shown in

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 gives a rough idea of the data return. We were not involved

in the routine data quality control (QC) and the figure shows only

the recovery for earthquakes used in this study. Nevertheless, it pro-

vides important insight into data restrictions imposed on the surface

wave study described in this paper. Most stations recorded contin-

uously during their deployment and provided useful seismic data

but some sites performed less well. For example, site JS05 has a

several-months long period during the first half of the deployment

in which it did not return any useful long-period data. Site JS04

was relocated in 2000 November, after recording only few events

in May and September/October and losing the GPS signal. Station

ID09, which was located in a private backyard in Hebron, stopped

recording in July. One or both horizontal components failed tem-

porarily at stations ID08, ID10, ID12, ID26 and ID30. The failure

at ID10 is particularly disappointing because its near-shore location

at the northwestern end of the array could have provided valuable

reference data outside of the DST area. For unknown reasons, ID10

was noisy between August and November. New Year 2001, both its

horizontal components failed. Starting near the beginning of 2001

March, the horizontal components were back but all 3 components

exhibit a suspicious, time-dependent time offset with respect to other

stations. The offset is not the same for different phases in a seismo-

gram, that is, the offsets grow between the P, S and surface wave

packets. A simple clock error therefore has to be excluded as possible

cause. The time-dependent offset is likely explained by a change in

sampling rate (Jim Mechie, personal communication) and was likely

caused when incompatible electronic components where combined

in the data loggers (Karl-Heinz Jäckel, personal communication).

This problem was detected after the DESERT experiment was al-

ready completed. A similar though much more limited problem oc-

curs at station ID33. The surface wave dispersion measured for such

records is physically implausible and has to be discarded because we

have no straightforward strategy to correct for the technical prob-

lem. Fig. 6 also provides information on the quality of individual

surface wave packets. This is discussed in the next section.

2.2 Data examples and data quality

Fig. 7 shows a record section of the 2000 June 18 earthquake in

the South Indian Ocean when only CMG-3T and CMG-40T sensors
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Surface Wave Quality at the DESERT Array
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Figure 7. Data example of ground acceleration for the 2000 June 18 South

Indian Ocean earthquake (grey: CMG-40T; black: CMG-3T). The signals are

aligned with PREM predicted traveltimes (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981)

for 50s Rayleigh waves. The data were bandpass filtered using the series of

convolution filters described in the text.

were operating (see Fig. 6). Visual inspection of the seismograms

suggests that the CMG-40Ts provided excellent data for this earth-

quake that was roughly 74◦ away from the DESERT array. This

earthquake was the second largest event during the deployment so

the good data quality is perhaps not surprising. The acceleration

spectra in Fig. 8 give insight down to which frequency we can

expect to obtain reliable dispersion data. On the two broad-band

sensors (CMG-3T at ID10, ID08), the noise floor recorded prior to

the event lies about 103–104 decades below the seismic signal, in

the entire band between 3 and 60 mHz (roughly 300 to 17 s). On the

two wide-band sensors (CMG-40T at JS03, JW01), the noise floor

06/18/2000 South Indian Ocean (day 00.170)

ID10 ID08

JS03 JW01

A
c
c
e
le
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o
n
 [

μm
/s

2
]
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Figure 8. Spectra of noise (grey lines) and surface wave signals (black lines)

for some of the records of the 2000 June 18 South Indian Ocean earthquake

from Fig. 7. Stations ID10 and ID08 had a broad-band sensor (CMG-3T),

while JS03 and JW01 had a wide-band sensor (CMG-40T). The underlying

time-series are 20 min long, a boxcar window is applied and the spectra

are normalized by the record length. Note that the ground accelerations

shown here are not true accelerations as the spectra are affected by our

preconditioning using the filter from Fig. 5.

is much higher and therefore closer to the seismic signal. In fact,

the noise approaches the signal at very low frequencies, so the SNR

approaches 1. At 10 mHz (100 s), the SNR is at least 10 so we are

confident that dispersion analysis is possible.

Fig. 9 shows records for an earthquake that occurred three days

later in Iceland. Its scalar seismic moment, M 0, was roughly 150

times smaller than that of the south Indian Ocean event. The surface

waves clearly stand out from the background noise though earlier

arriving long-period body wave phases (e.g. arrivals near the −400 s

mark) are now harder to discern on the CMG-40T records. A total

of 33 earthquakes in our database have scalar seismic moments of

M 0 = 4 × 1018 Nm or larger so the example shown here is represen-

tative of an earthquake delivering good-quality records. The spectra
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Figure 9. Data example of ground acceleration for the 2000 June 21 Iceland

earthquake. For details see Fig. 7. Due to high noise levels, station ID09 re-

turned no useful signal for this earthquake. Stations JK02 and JS05 that

recorded the June 18 South Indian Ocean earthquake three days before pro-

duced no data for this event nor through at least 2000 July (see Fig. 6).

in Fig. 10 indicate that a surface wave analysis should be possible for

frequencies down to 5 mHz (T = 200 s), at the broad-band sensors

such as at stations ID10 and ID08. Due to the higher noise levels

at the wide-band sensors, the frequency range there is now rather

limited, for example, to frequencies above 20 mHz (T = 50 s) at

JW01 and above 13 mHz (T � 75 s) at JW07. We want to stress

however, that the signal level is sufficient to reliably analyse surface

waves much beyond the anticipated 15 s or so.

A severe distortion of the record prior to the arrival of the earth-

quake signal at JS03 hampers a reliable noise analysis but inspection

of Fig. 9 suggests that the noise levels may be somewhat higher, as is

the case for JW09. In a somewhat subjective but systematic assess-

ment of waveform quality, we inspect all seismograms individually

and assign grades A–D. We assign an A, if the surface wave signal

stands out clearly above the background noise. If the noise level is

significant, obscuring prior body wave arrivals, we assign a B. Grade

C is assigned to records for which a surface wave train is difficult

to discern and grade D is assigned when no obvious surface wave

train can be observed, for the frequency range used here. For the

Iceland event, the record at ID09 is a D while the records at JS03

and JW09 are marginally B. Inspecting Fig. 6 we find a clear differ-

ence in performance between broad- and wide-band sensors. While

most stations equipped with a CMG-3T or an STS-2 sensor reli-

ably return A quality waveforms, stations with CMG-40T are much

less likely to do so. The broad-band sensors at the DESERT rarely

give grade C records unless there is an obvious installation problem

(e.g. stations ID09, ID10 and JD01 which was located in a chamber

of a permanent seismic station). Fig. 11 reveals that poor grades

are typically assigned to wide-band records of smaller earthquakes,

while broad-band records are still grade A. A dependence on epi-

central distance is also apparent though we have not many events

at distances shorter than 60◦ to assess this quantitatively. There are

significant performance differences among wide-band stations but

a good station can provide many grade A and B records. From the

quality assessment shown here, it is quite obvious however that the

installation of a wide-band sensor is not ideal for a long-period sur-
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Figure 10. Spectra of noise and surface wave signals for some of the records

of the 2000 June 21 Iceland earthquake from Fig. 9. For details see Fig. 8.

face wave analysis and limits the number high-quality dispersion

data significantly.

3 M E A S U R I N G D I S P E R S I O N — T H E

T R I A N G L E M E T H O D

For each event, we measure the frequency-dependent relative phase

between two seismograms, or differential dispersion, using the trans-

fer function approach that we apply in our global studies (Laske &

Masters 1996). The only difference is that here we measure the phase

at each station with respect to other stations in the array instead of

measuring the phase with respect to an individual source–receiver

1-D synthetic (Laske et al. 1999, 2007). As reference seismograms,

we chose only those of broad-band stations, due to their better SNR.

Our final database includes 9290 sets of differential dispersion which

provide the input data for the triangle method for which the phase

at each station is reconstructed from the differential dispersion data

using the same reference station. The great similarity of waveforms

in a regional study leads to differential dispersion that is significantly

less than if compared to 1-D synthetics. In our DESERT phase data

set the rms amounts to only 0.4 per cent. In our study at the tempo-

rary Saudi Seismic Network where we used global 1-D synthetics

as reference, the rms was 0.85 per cent (Laske & Cotte 2000). The

mean measurement error is also smaller, with 0.02 per cent for the

DESERT data set while it was 0.07 per cent for the Saudi data set.

Regional surface wave studies using teleseismic events often re-

sort to the two-station method where dispersion is analysed for earth-

quakes that lie on a two-station great circle (e.g. Woods & Okal 1996;

Meier et al. 2004). While we have applied such a technique success-

fully in the Pacific Ocean (Laske et al. 1999, 2007) we find in those

studies that wave packets traversing continental areas may undergo

significant lateral refraction. As mentioned above, our data set is

dominated by earthquakes along the western Pacific Rim. Surface

waves emerging from the area north of Japan traverse the Eurasian

Continent north of China and the Tibetan Plateau and graze one

of the most pronounced large-scale low-velocity anomalies on the

globe (e.g. Ekström et al. 1997). Surface waves travelling along this

corridor experience particularly strong lateral refraction and even

multipathing may be significant (e.g. Laske & Cotte 2001). Our

pre-analysis assessment of the data set includes inspection of the

complete three-component records and the measurement of arrival

angles (see Appendix A). From the particle motion analysis at the

DESERT array we find that surface waves can arrive at a station
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Figure 11. Long-period waveform quality at six stations, as function of epicentral distance and surface wave magnitude MS . Grade ‘D’ seismograms are

omitted from this figure. For details see Fig. 6.

well beyond 10◦ away from the expected great circle direction. This

effectively shortens the travel path between two stations and, if not

accounted for properly, biases estimated phase velocities high by

1.5 per cent which is a significant fraction of the signal we expect

from local heterogeneity across the DST. We therefore choose not

to use the two-station approach.

Instead, we use an array processing technique that allows us to fit

approaching wave fronts to the phases of several stations simulta-

neously (e.g. Alsina & Snieder 1993; Stange & Friederich 1993). In

our most basic approach, we fit spherical wave fronts to the phase

of three stations simultaneously. We refer to this approach as the

triangle method. Wave propagation within the triangle is assumed

to be at a constant velocity where the distortion of the wave front de-

pends only on geometrical spreading (see Fig. 12). Off-great circle

propagation between the source and the triangle is accounted for by

allowing an arrival angle as second free parameter in a grid search

to minimize the prediction error for the phase triplet, as function of

frequency. We perform this search by moving the source in incre-

ments of a fraction of a degree in each direction. In a similar study

off Hawaii, we had experimented with fitting plane waves to station

triangles (Laske et al. 2007) but we found that such a strategy gives

higher data misfits and less consistent dispersion curves for different

events. We suspect that the plane wave approach oversimplifies the

actual evolution of the wave fronts across the triangle which depends

on the epicentral distance and the orientation of the triangle relative

to the source. In a plane geometry, the back azimuth to the source is

the same for all three stations, which is not the case on a spherical

earth. Fig. 12 shows plane waves reconstructed from the normals

to the source–receiver rays for the South Indian Ocean earthquake.

If we propagate these plane waves from early stations and those at

the periphery of the array (e.g. JS07) to a later station (e.g. ID10),

we observe a mismatch between the propagated wave fronts and the

actual normal to the ray at this later station. This mismatch can be

significant. For example, at an epicentral distance of 47–48◦, the Ice-

land event of Fig. 9 has backazimuths of 330.4◦, 330.3◦ and 331.8◦

at Stations ID10, ID30 and JS07. Assuming an average of 331◦ in

a plane geometry misrepresents the propagating wave front and bi-

ases the related average phase velocity between ID10 and ID30 low

by 1.6 per cent, which is obviously unacceptable. Wielandt (1993)

and Friederich et al. (1994) showed that the wave field of teleseis-

mic earthquakes observed at stations in Central Europe may be quite

complicated and that rather complex wave fields have to be included

as additional unknowns in the modelling of the phase and amplitude

at each station. Such a problem almost certainly has non-unique so-

lutions. The station triangles at the DESERT array are so small that

our assumption of a uniform wave field may be acceptable. This

idea is supported by the fact that we use only events for which the

waveforms are extremely coherent across the array. We should also

point out that analyses for larger triangles may have to take source

effects into account. Due to the different deployment times of the

equipment, the choice of suitable triangles is greatly dictated by the

data availability. For this study, we analyse 22 triangles (Table 1).

3.1 Measurement uncertainties

To measure the phase in a seismogram relative to a reference seis-

mogram, we apply a multitaper technique to determine the complex

transfer function between the two (Park et al. 1987). Using a jack-

knife procedure, this allows us to obtain formal error bars for each

phase measurement (Laske & Masters 1996). Raw phase errors of

individual measurements depend on frequency and can be as small

as 0.2 radians but are typically around 0.4 radians. At periods longer

than 100 s, this may be too large to measure dispersion precisely

enough to resolve subtle velocity anomalies. For example, at T =
100 s and a travel distance of 100 km within a station triangle, a

10 per cent phase velocity anomaly gives rise a phase difference of

only 0.15 radians. A single measurement is therefore not sufficient

to resolve long-period dispersion adequately, especially when a typ-

ically noisier CMG-40T record is involved. However, as described

above, we measure the phase at a station relative to several reference

seismograms from other stations which significantly decreases the

phase error for a given earthquake and station.

To convey a rough idea of data accuracy in the triangle method,

Fig. 12 shows the dispersion curves of 3 triangles that share an
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Figure 12. Local wave fronts, phase velocities and arrival angles for the 2000 June 18 South Indian Ocean event obtained with the triangle technique, for three

triangles in the southeastern corner of the DESERT array. (a) Location of the triangles and local wave fronts for some stations (normals to the source–receiver

rays). The propagation of these local wave fronts across the array as plane waves causes a mismatch near the end of the arrays (dashed lines at station ID10;

the mismatch is slightly exaggerated for display). (b) Measured dispersion curves. The triangles cover similar areas so the dispersion curves should be very

similar. Phase velocities are significantly lower than those predicted with PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981), assuming a 40 km thick crust (dashed line).

(c) Arrival angles (deviation from the event backazimuth) can reach 10◦ which indicates that lateral refraction by heterogeneous structure between the source

and the DESERT array diverted the wave packets away from the source–receiver great circle. At periods much shorter than 35 s, arrival angles increase and

phase velocities become oscillatory and inconsistent. This is possibly a consequence of multipathing between the source and the DESERT array, and related

distortion of the wave front. The triangle method may not work for these cases.

Table 1. Station triangles analysed in this study.

Triangle Stations Area (km2) Centre location No. of earthquakes No. of GMG-40Ts

1 ID10 ID08 ID30 3513 34.91E 31.04N 2 0

2 ID08 ID10 JW01 5130 35.08E 30.94N 16 1

3 ID08 ID25 ID30 2220 34.88E 30.89N 7 0

4 ID08 ID27 ID32 1595 35.03E 30.41N 43 0

5 JD08 JS07 JW07 1222 35.32E 29.71N 19 1

6 JD08 ID28 JW07 1394 35.24E 30.03N 11 1

7 ID28 JS02 JS07 5359 35.60E 30.03N 5 1

8 JS07 JW07 JS03 1997 35.68E 29.78N 14 2

9 ID27 ID31 JS02 3283 35.54E 30.35N 5 1

10 JD08 JW07 JS05 1815 35.46E 29.72N 10 2

11 ID27 JW01 JS02 2514 35.82E 30.61N 5 2

12 JD08 ID28 JS03 3612 35.45E 30.01N 11 1

13 JD08 ID28 JS02 3747 35.48E 30.13N 5 1

14 ID25 ID30 ID32 6152 34.97E 30.68N 7 0

15 JD08 ID30 JS03 7989 35.55E 30.28N 4 1

16 JS07 JD08 JS03 2134 35.53E 29.69N 15 1

17 JS05 JS03 ID32 2956 35.67E 29.78N 8 2

18 JS4X JD08 JS03 4293 35.75E 29.61N 6 2

19 ID25 ID29 ID12 945 34.81E 31.08N 5 0

20 ID26 ID27 ID30 1824 35.12E 30.93N 5 0

21 ID25 ID29 ID27 2999 34.92E 30.97N 5 0

22 ID30 ID27 JW01 1757 35.55E 30.90N 4 1

area in southern Jordan. The dispersion curves are quite similar at

periods between 35 and 125 s (28.5 and 8 mHz) which gives us

confidence in the long-period data. However, the dispersion curves

divert at periods much longer than that, which is most likely due to

the limitations of our technique (triangles too small, phase errors

too large) rather than deep-seated lateral heterogeneity. We also re-

frain from interpreting dispersion at periods much shorter than 35 s.

Such data could potentially reveal crustal shear velocity structure

but the scatter in the data suggest that multipathing effects between

the teleseismic source and the array distort the waveforms enough to

hamper an analysis using the spherical wave front approach in the tri-

angle technique. In the wave front fitting, some of this multipathing
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Figure 13. Rayleigh wave sensitivity kernels for isotropic structure at depth.

Rayleigh waves depend on VS , shallow VP as well as density, ρ, but sensi-

tivity to VS dominates. The model used to calculate the kernels is spherical

reference model 1066A (Gilbert & Dziewonski 1975).

may actually be taken up by the arrival angle which, in turn, has a

smoothing effect on the phase velocity curve.

4 I N V E R S I O N F O R S T RU C T U R E AT

D E P T H

We retrieve structure at depth in two steps. First we determine aver-

age depth-profiles for each triangle. All profiles are then combined

to display 3-D structure.

Surface waves are sensitive to VS , VP and density, ρ but the most

dominant and best resolved parameter is VS (Fig. 13). In order to

limit the number of model parameters for a well conditioned inverse

problem, tomographers often ignore sensitivity to VP and ρ. Such a

strategy could lead to biased models where shallow VP structure can

be mapped into deeper VS structure. We prefer to scale the kernels

for VP and ρ and include them in a single kernel for VS , using the

following scaling:

Ã · δα = (1/1.7)B̃ · δβ

R̃ · δρ = (1/2.5)B̃ · δβ.
(1)

The scaling factors were determined in both theoretical and exper-

imental studies (e.g. Anderson et al. 1968; Anderson & Isaak 1995),

for high temperatures and low pressures such as we find in the upper

mantle. They are applicable as long as strong compositional changes

or large amounts of melt (i.e. >10 per cent) or attenuation do not

play a significant role (e.g. Karato 1993). As starting model, we use

a modified version of isotropic PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson

1981) in which the negative velocity gradient above 220 km and

the discontinuity at 220 km are removed. The crustal thickness is

fixed to 33 km. This thickness was chosen from an average of data

that constrain the global crustal model CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al.
2000). It is also consistent as an average along the WRR profile for

which the Moho was found at 26 km depth at the northwestern end

and at nearly 40 km at the southeastern end (DESERT Group 2004;

Mechie et al. 2005). To avoid a strong trade-off between errors in

Moho depth and shallow mantle velocity, we include a crustal layer

in our model. Detailed modelling attempts for triangle #3 also re-

vealed that velocities in the mantle remain largely independent of

a moderate change in the Moho of the starting model, if we do not

include dispersion at frequencies above 28.5 mHz (periods shorter

than 35 s) in the inversions. In the mantle, our model has 14 layers

whose thickness increases with depth to account for the increasing

resolution length: 13 km near the top to 20 km near the bottom,

except for the last layer which is 30 km thick. The bottom of the

lowermost layer is 287 km. At this depth, sensitivity of our data is ex-

pected to be weak but the inclusion of a deep layer avoids erroneous

imaging of such a deep structure into shallower layers.

We seek smooth variations to the starting model in a linear, direct

matrix inversion that fit our data to within an acceptable misfit,

χ 2/N , where χ = xd − xt, xd is the datum, xt the prediction and

N the number of data. Formally, we seek to minimize the weighted

sum of data prediction error, χ 2, and model smoothness, ∂m

χ 2 + μ
∣
∣mT ∂T ∂m

∣
∣ , (2)

where m is the model vector and μ the smoothing or regularization

parameter (see Laske & Masters 1996; Laske et al. 2007, for details)

. The two terms can be plotted against each other in a trade-off curve,

as function of the regularization parameter μ. The exact shape of the

trade-off curve depends on the data errors as well as the composition

of the data set but the resulting optimal models are similar to the

ones shown in the following. Usually, the trade-off curve is L-shaped

and a model is often chosen near the bend where both the misfit

of the data and model roughness do not change much when μ is

varied. In our inversions, such models are somewhat oscillatory and

we choose smoother models. Model errors can be obtained from

the data errors through a formal singular value decomposition or

by Monte Carlo forward modelling. The error bounds shown here

represent the range of acceptable models along the trade-off curve.

The final models have misfits, χ2/N , between 1.0 and 1.5 so are

slightly inconsistent with the data.

5 V E L O C I T Y M O D E L S A C RO S S T H E

D E S E RT A R R AY

Taking the approach just described, we determine average dispersion

curves for the 22 triangles of Table 1. We notice consistent signifi-

cant changes between triangles of different areas. In this section, we

show examples for the three most distinct groups. For a group west

of the DST (Fig. 14; Group 1), we observe phase velocities at short

periods that reach PREM values but lower velocities at longer peri-

ods. This must result from relatively shallow mantle structure with

high velocities but lower velocities further down. The inversion for

shear-velocity profiles gives models with relatively high velocities

in the lithosphere, down to at least 75 km. With values reaching 4.43

km s−1, these are the highest found across the DESERT array. Down

to depths of 60 km, they nearly agree with PREM but then reduce

to values significantly lower than PREM. At 80 km, the velocities

we observe are 3.6 per cent lower than in PREM. This discrepancy

remains to at least 200 km depth where velocities approach or fall

below 4.25 km s−1 (4 per cent lower than in PREM). To summa-

rize, we find a relatively thin lithosphere of no more than 80 km

thickness and an anomalously slow asthenosphere, especially to-

wards the south. Since our data do not extend much beyond 120 s,

they cannot constrain the bottom of the asthenosphere. At greater

depths, higher velocities are found near the north though this trend

may not be significant (see discussion on errors). At periods be-

tween 60 and 80 s, the predictions appear slightly inconsistent with

the observations. The reason for this is most likely because error bars

are smaller at periods between 35 and 50 s so these data, that best

constrain the topmost part of the lithosphere, have more weight in

the inversion. We currently cannot find a realistically smooth model

that fits all data equally well.

A second category of dispersion curves is that of Group 2

(Fig. 15), for which we observe lower phase velocities than for

Group 1 triangles, in the entire period range. This points towards
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Figure 16. Results from velocity modelling for the four station triangles 7, 9, 11 and 15 (group 3). For details see Fig. 14.

significantly lower velocities in the lithosphere. Indeed, we observe

a similar trend in shear velocity with depth as for Group 1 triangles

but the velocities in the lithosphere are only around 4.31 km s−1 and

are 2.7 per cent lower than for Group 1 triangles. We can identify two

areas for which we observe this trend. One area is near the south-

ern end of the DESERT array where the mantle may be affected by

rifting effects of the Red Sea. The other area is in the north near the

Dead Sea Basin, on both sides of the DST. Velocities in the astheno-

sphere are essentially the same as those found for Group 1. The

velocity contrast in the lithosphere is well resolved as phase data at

periods between 40 and 85 s best constrain the lithosphere (Fig. 13).

This is the period range for which we can measure dispersion with

the highest precision.

A third group of triangles to the east of the DST (Group 3), away

from the northern and southern boundaries of the array, gives some-

what intriguing results. Fig. 16(c) indicates that phase velocities

scatter more than in the other two groups but generally increase

with period and approach predictions for PREM. This implies that

the deep structure must be close to that of PREM, while shallow

structure is expected to be slower than PREM. The results from for-

mal inversions confirm this as shown in panel b. The lithosphere has

velocities that we find for other triangles east of the DST but the

asthenosphere exhibits higher velocities that reach those of PREM

at depths around 200 km. Below that, our data set cannot resolve

structure. For this group of triangles, we do not observe a decrease

of shear velocity with depth as we see for the other triangles. It is

arguable that the involvement of CMG-40T sensors in these trian-

gles may not allow us to determine structure in the asthenosphere.

This issue is discussed further in the next section.

We should note that the final models do not depend greatly on the

starting model as long as the latter stays realistic and lies within the

limits shown here. We test this with triangles 14 (group 1) and 15

(group 3). A starting model that is 4.5 per cent slower above 300 km

than the one we used here yields models that are about 1 per cent

slower above 80 km than the ones we get with the faster starting

model, for both triangles. The change diminishes with depth. In

this test, we keep the regularization parameter fixed. The change in

models is within the error bars given by the trade-off curve. We do

not find a compelling reason why we should choose different starting

models for the mantle and different regularization parameters west

and east of the DST.

Our final step is to combine the results of all triangles into one 3-D

model which is shown in Fig. 17. We define a 0.05◦ grid and average

the results of all triangles that involve each gridpoint. Most likely,

this process results in an over-smoothed model of real structure.

On the other hand, the wavelengths of the surface waves considered

here are longer than most of the triangles used here, so this step

may be justified. As indicated above, we find a marked difference

in shear velocity west and east of the DST. This difference is most

pronounced in the shallow lithosphere and decreases with depth.

At 110 km, this difference is no longer discernible. Below that,

velocities in the asthenosphere decrease west of the DST and east

near the northern and southern boundaries of the array. At these

depths, a strong high velocity anomaly can be found east of the

DST, away from the array boundaries. This anomaly appears to

become stronger towards the east. To estimate the robustness of the

model, we determined errors at each gridpoint as the weighted sum

of hitcount, the number of triangles covering a point (Fig. 18), and

the velocity variance among triangles at this point. Fig. 19 indicates

that errors in the lithosphere are slightly larger to the west of the

DST than to the east and amount to roughly 0.5 per cent. At shallow

depths, increased uncertainties basically reflect a lack of coverage.

The hitcount is less relevant at greater depths were errors get larger.

They reach 1 per cent near the bottom where velocity estimates to the

east of the DST are less certain than to the west, even in well-covered

areas.
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Figure 17. Shear velocity variation in six of the 15 layers in our model. The model is defined on a 0.05◦ grid and then smoothed. Errors in the model are

displayed in Figure 19. A number in the upper Left-hand corner in each panel denotes average velocities in isotropic PREM. The upper two panels summarize

the results for Moho and lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary depth from Mohsen et al. (2005, 2006) and the Moho depth along the WRR line (DESERT group

2004).

6 D I S C U S S I O N

6.1 Velocity variations in the lithosphere

Along the Arava/Araba Valley, we find a pronounced velocity con-

trast across the DST in the lithosphere with a velocity jump of the

order of 2 per cent. This contrast appears to diminish to the north

towards the Dead Sea Basin. The formal errors are no more than

0.5 per cent so the 2 per cent-velocity jump is significant. There

exists a small trade-off between crustal thickness and velocities in

the lithosphere. In our initial inversions, we had included dispersion

data to a frequency of up to 31 mHz (T = 32 s), to invert for a

10-layer model. Using the phase velocities of triangle #3 of Group

1 (Fig. 14), our inversions resulted in a less that 2 per cent shear

velocity reduction in the lithosphere when we allowed the crustal

thickness to decrease from 37 to 26 km. This implies that our ve-

locities could be biased low if we underestimate crustal thickness

and high if we overestimate it. To reduce this bias, we included only

data up to 28.5 mHz (T = 35 s), to invert for a 15-layer model

that allows for a finer parametrization. In this case, the bias is no

more than 0.5 per cent which is on the order of the formal errors

of Fig. 19 and therefore not significant. We choose a fixed crustal

thickness of 33 km in our start model so the bias should be less than

0.25 per cent. The final models depend somewhat on the starting
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model, and changes can be more than 0.5 per cent. However, trends

are the same for models on both sides of the DST and we find no

compelling reason to choose different starting models that could

potentially diminish the 2 per cent-jump across the DST.

There is no evidence from the wide-angle refraction seismic study

that the Moho reaches deeper than 37 km along the WRR profile

(DESERT Group 2004) though Moho depths in Jordan appear to

be slightly greater than in Israel. In their receiver function study,

Mohsen et al. (2005) find the crust to be between 32 and 38 km

though the latter values are found only at two stations, JS03 and

a short-period station along the WRR profile northeast of station

JW07. In a body wave tomographic study using ISC data, Koulakov

& Sobolev (2006) find Moho depths of around 33 km in the area

but crustal thickness could increase to 37 km east of 36◦ E, which

is near the eastern end of the DESERT array (see also Götze et al.
2007). Mohsen et al. (2005) find that the crust is no less than 31

km thick in the west, while the Moho map of Koulakov & Sobolev

(2006) shows a decrease in crustal thickness towards the Mediter-

ranean Sea to values below 26 km though this is confined to coastal

areas, north of the DESERT array. Given these studies and our re-

sults, there is a chance that some of the velocity gradient we find

in the lithosphere across the DST may come from the bias by not

accounting for variations in Moho depth but the effects are small

and the difference in the lithosphere across the DST appears to be

real.

The shallow lower velocities found on the Arabian Peninsula may

indicate that the lithosphere there was altered by cenozoic volcan-

ism. If thermal effects are the dominant cause for changes in veloc-

ities, and not melt or compositional changes, the velocity contrast

scales directly with a contrast in density (eq. 1) which could go a long

way to explain the impressive change in topography of about 1 km

across the DST. Many of our triangles are aligned with the DST or

terminate there. One could argue that such a model parametrization

implicitly introduces a boundary in the model that may not exist in

the real world but we doubt that this is the case. Sobolev et al. (2005)

present a thermomechanical model for the dynamics of the Dead Sea

Transform to explain a variety of geophysical observables. Starting

with a uniform lithosphere, they argue that the inclusion of minor

transform-perpendicular extension and lithosphere erosion east of

the DST are necessary to cause the local relief observed across the

main Arava Fault.

6.2 The bottom of the lithosphere and the asthenosphere

Sobolev et al. (2005) argue that a mantle plume intruding from the

south may have been the cause for a thinning of the lithosphere east

of the DST. Their favoured model 3 has a markedly thicker litho-

sphere in the west than in the east. An early receiver function analysis

at the DESERT array may have suggested this but the final analysis

tells a different story. Mohsen et al. (2006) argue that the resolution

of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is relatively poor

across the DESERT array. They find the LAB to the west of the DST

at about 67 km. In the east, they find a thinning of the lithosphere

from about 80 km in the north to 67 km in the south, which pro-

vides no evidence for a thinning across the DST from west to east

across the Arava Valley, as Sobolev et al. (2005) suggest. Perhaps,

the geodynamic processes involved have affected the entire study

area and one needs to look further east for a ‘baseline’ lithosphere-

asthenosphere system. For example, Mohsen et al. (2006) find much

thicker lithosphere (160 km) on the stable Arabian Peninsula, well

to the southeast of the DESERT array. A comparison with a recent

P-velocity model by Koulakov et al. (2006) is somewhat intriguing.

They find high velocities in the lower lithosphere to the west of the

DST which is roughly consistent with our model. However, to the

east of the DST, they find a trend from low velocities in the north

to high velocities in the south which appears inconsistent with both

the receiver function study as well as our surface wave study. Set-

ting significantly different depth resolution aside, such a mismatch

between velocity anomalies could be indicative of compositional

variations or local changes in seismic anisotropy that is ignored in

both studies.

At depths greater than 100 km, we find velocities in the astheno-

sphere that are significantly lower than that of PREM (by roughly

4 per cent). It appears difficult to reconcile such low velocities with

realistic thermomechanical models (Stephan Sobolev, 2004, per-

sonal communication). On the other hand, anelastic effects can in-

crease temperature derivatives for elastic velocities by a factor of

two (Karato 1993) so that smaller changes in temperature would be

required to fit observed velocity anomalies. It is conceivable that

Sobolev’s estimates of attenuating effects are too conservative. In-

deed, recent seismic observations suggest that the uppermost mantle

in the greater area, extending from the Red Sea north towards Asia

Minor, is unusually highly attenuating (Gung & Romanowicz 2004).

Sobolev’s model also does not explain high temperatures that are in-

ferred from xenoliths found in the Dead Sea area and elsewhere in

Jordan (H.J. Förster 2004, R. Oberhänsli, 2004, personal communi-

cation). Although the surface heat flow in Jordan revealed that the

steady-state Phanerozoic geotherm may be hotter than previously

thought, the thermal signal from the relatively young geological pro-

cesses may not yet have reached the surface to produce a significant

heat flow signal (Förster et al. 2007). This allows for the possibility

that the mantle has been altered enough to produce a seismic sig-

nal. Our study is not the only one that finds extremely low seismic

velocities in the area. In global surface wave models, the greater

Afar Triangle-Red Sea area hosts one of the most pronounced low

velocity anomalies in the world (e.g. Ekström et al. 1997; Levshin

et al. 2005). In a semi-regional study covering 2/3 of Africa, the

Arabian Peninsula and most of southern Eurasia, Debayle et al.
(2001) find that velocities in the greater Dead Sea area may be less

than 4 km s−1 at 100 km depth. This is also supported by the study

of Maggi & Priestley (2005) who investigate the Turkish–Iranian

plateau.

The thermal thinning hypothesis of Sobolev and his col-

leagues may explain some of the anomalies we observe in the
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Figure 19. Error maps for the model shown in Fig. 17. Errors are determined as a weighted sum of rms for each gridpoint and the number of triangles a

gridpoint was hit by (see Fig. 18). Errors are of the order of less than 1 per cent and are largest at greater depths, east of the DST.

asthenosphere but thermal effects alone appear to be insufficient

to cause the low velocities in the region. Rather, a higher melt-

content could lower velocities significantly. Ignoring effects from

strong azimuthal anisotropy can bias estimates of isotropic veloc-

ity anomalies low if earthquakes sample mostly the slow direction

of local anisotropy. The data errors and the azimuthal distribution

of data is not optimal to observe azimuthal anisotropy but we find

no obvious azimuthal dependencies. The following considerations

speak against a strong bias. The Dead Sea area is dominated by plate

motion in the north–northeast to south–southwest direction and only

a small amount of extension is proposed across the DST by Sobolev

et al. (2005). The earthquakes in our study cover azimuths primarily

in the northeastern quadrant with many backazimuths being around

45◦, which is within 20◦ of the direction of plate motion. With such

data sampling, our estimates may be biases high and are likely not

biased low.

Again somewhat intriguing is our disagreement with the P ve-

locity model by Koulakov et al. (2006) who find high velocities

between 120 and 200 km depth west of the DST but relatively low

velocities to the east. East of the DST, their gradient from higher

velocities in the north to lower velocities in the south at 200 km

depth actually reflects our own, which is in contrast to what they

observe at shallower depths. We currently have no explanation for

this disagreement. We speculate, however, that while their lateral

resolution is probably far superior to ours, their vertical resolution

likely does not match ours. Koulakov et al. (2006) largely observe
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negative traveltime anomalies west of the DST, implying seismically

fast structure beneath, and positive anomalies to the east. In a hy-

pothesis test we predict vertical S traveltime anomalies through our

model. Considering that their ray coverage decays with depth, we

search for a depth level for which the structure above produces the

contrast they observe across the DST. We predict indeed negative

anomalies west of the DST and positive anomalies to the east when

we truncated our mantle model at 150 km or above. This is about the

depth range for which Koulakov et al. (2006) have the best ray cov-

erage, and ray incidence is nearly vertical. An unresolved outcome

of this test is the fact that we predict strong positive anomalies to

the extreme southeast where Koulakov et al. (2006) find the ‘fastest’

traveltimes. It is noteworthy that Koulakov & Sobolev (2006) also

find vastly different structure in S and P-velocity across the DST,

just above and below the Moho. Such a disagreement could be in-

dicative for a complex set of mechanisms that are responsible for

the seismic anomalies including differences in melt fraction and

variations in attenuation, anisotropy and petrology.

6.3 Apparent heterogeneity induced

by the instrumentation

Given the fact that our study is not set up to constrain boundaries,

such as the LAB, but only velocity variations with depth, the results

of Mohsen et al. (2006) are consistent with what we find, the only

exception being the high-velocity anomaly in the asthenosphere to-

wards the northeastern end of the DESERT array. Though these

velocities are physically not implausible—recall the velocities ap-

proach those of PREM—we fall short of finding a convincing expla-

nation for this heterogeneity in the asthenosphere unless we actually

see the effects of a nearly unaltered Arabian Shield away from the

DST. There is a remote possibility that Mohsen et al. (2006) do not

detect this piece of lithosphere in their study due to the sparse station

distribution in northeastern Jordan. It is also worth pointing out that

in receiver function studies, the depth to discontinuities trades-off

with the velocities above them. If Mohsen et al. (2006) let the ve-

locities in the lithosphere vary across the DESERT array, our results

may actually converge.

On the other hand, two factors make the deep high velocity

anomaly in the northeast uncertain in our study. Fig. 18 shows

that areas to the northwest and south are well covered. Structure

in the northeast is constrained by only one or two triangles, which

increases relative uncertainties in the model. Perhaps more impor-

tantly, virtually all of the triangles in the east involve records of

CMG-40T sensors whose bandwidth is severely limited compared

to true broad-band sensors. Though numerical results indicate that

structure at 150 km or even deeper should be resolved, it is possible

that our error analysis does not account fully for the deficiency in

sensor quality. The analysis of a follow-up deployment of 6 CMG-

3Ts in Jordan is currently ongoing and will hopefully shed light on

these unresolved issues.
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A P P E N D I X : M I S A L I G N M E N T O F

H O R I Z O N TA L S E I S M O M E T E R

C O M P O N E N T S

Our initial data quality assessment routinely includes the inspection

of all three seismometer components. Prior to a Love wave disper-

sion analysis, we examine the frequency-dependent particle motion

and measure surface wave arrival angles (Laske 1995). The latter

give the direction of approach after propagation in heterogeneous

variations in phase velocity. In global studies, arrival angles can be

used to retrieve these variations (e.g. Woodhouse & Wong 1986;

Laske & Masters 1996; Yoshizawa et al. 1999). While this is not
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Figure 20. Arrival angles at station JS07, observed for Rayleigh and Love

waves at 6 and 10 mHz. The panels show rose diagrams where the polar

angle is the arrival angle, the angle away from a source–receiver great circle

which is zero for any given earthquake. The length of the vectors represents

the reciprocal measurement error. Accurate data with small errors bars tend

to stick out of the cluster of observations. A clustering of data in a particular

panel could either be due to station misorientation or because the dominance

of a certain source–receiver great circle corridor. The numbers below the

panels indicate the station misorientations from individual inversions at fixed

frequency and wave type.

immediately relevant for the study shown here, a useful by-product

is the determination of the orientation of the horizontal seismometer

components. A preposition thereby is that the components are or-

thogonal. The dependence of measured angles on component misori-

entation is non-linear and we iterate a joint inversion for component

misalignment and long-wavelength heterogeneity several times.

Analysing about 18 months of data from the Saudi Seismic Net-

work, Laske & Cotte (2001) show that this technique can be applied

successfully on the limited data sets of temporary networks. An im-

portant point here is that the data are embedded in a global data set

to allow the removal of biases caused by the uneven azimuthal dis-

tribution of earthquakes at a particular station. Using this technique

we can measure enough arrival angles at most of the stations of the

DESERT array to allow for robust determination of component mis-

orientation. Since effects on arrival angles by lateral heterogeneity

is expected to increase with frequency, we restrict analysis here to

three relatively low frequencies: 6, 8 and 10 mHz. In this case, we

do not expect to have a sufficiently large data set to include all of

the stations that had CMG-40T sensors. Fig. 20 shows data for 6

and 10 mHz gathered at station JS07. Different wave propagation

effects at different frequencies and wave types cause some variation

between the four panels but the consistent clustering around about

−20◦ is a strong indication that this station has a significant mis-

orientation. Measuring arrival angles for Love waves is often easier

than for Rayleigh waves because the latter are more dispersed and

may overlap with the Love wave coda. We therefore typically have

Love than Rayleigh wave arrival angles (see Table 2). Fig. 21 shows

measurements for 12 mHz Love waves at 6 selected stations. The

fact that the arrival angles vary so significantly between stations in

a relatively dense network, such as the DESERT array, is also strong

indication that some sensors are significantly misoriented.

The joint inversions for long-wavelength heterogeneity and com-

ponent misalignment often allows us to narrow component misalign-

ment to within less than 1◦, as indicated by the numbers in Fig. 21.

The weighted average of these numbers over all three frequencies

Table 2. Component misalignment expressed as apparent north.

Station Apparent North No. of No. of Sensor Comment

(◦) Rayleigh Data Love

ID27 4.35 ± 1.60 14 19 STS-2

ID28 −6.91 ± 0.86 23 29 STS-2

ID31 −14.01 ± 1.27 17 22 STS-2

ID32 0.90 ± 0.77 27 26 STS-2

ID33 0.72 ± 0.98 24 27 STS-2

ID07 −0.61 ± 0.91 24 34 CMG-3T (1)

ID08 15.35 ± 0.79 25 33 CMG-3T

ID10 −4.43 ± 0.85 21 25 CMG-3T

ID12 −0.04 ± 0.91 19 27 CMG-3T

JD01 1.31 ± 2.78 4 9 CMG-3T (2); (3)

JD08 −7.22 ± 0.98 25 33 CMG-3T 1)

JS07 −19.00 ± 0.63 50 56 CMG-3T

JK02 −3.81 ± 2.53 6 10 CMG-40T (1); (3)

JS05 −5.48 ± 2.30 8 11 CMG-40T (3)

JW01 9.63 ± 2.19 11 19 CMG-40T

JW09 −10.22 ± 2.25 9 14 CMG-40T (3)

Notes: Apparent north is the angle at which true North appears with

respect to the N component of an instrument. Negative values imply a

clockwise rotation of the equipment.

(1) N noisy

(2) Noisy most of the time

(3) Uncertain; few data.
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Figure 21. Arrival angles at six stations of the DESERT array, for Love

waves at 12 mHz. For details see Fig. 20. Since effects from lateral short-

wavelength structure become more dominant with increasing frequency the

misorientations for these examples are not included in the final determination

of apparent north. Nevertheless, the larger misorientations are consistent

with the final values of Table 2.

and the two wave types gives the final apparent clockwise rotation

of the sensor at JS07 as −19.00 ± 0.63. Table 2 summarizes the final

component misorientation for most of the broad-band stations and

some of the wide-band stations for which we have enough reliable

low-noise data. Several stations are nearly aligned with geographic

North but most stations exhibit a moderate misalignment between 0
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and 5◦. Some stations have a misalignment of more than 5◦, where

an alignment with geographic North to within 5◦ appears doable

using a compass and a declination map. We obtain a serious mis-

alignment of more than 10◦ for stations ID31, ID08, JS07 and JW09.

It turns out that many of these stations were not installed using a

compass but were aligned using the direction of the main road in the

area. While a dispersion study is not affected by this misalignment

studies using arrival angles to determine phase velocity heterogene-

ity clearly need to take this into account as do shear wave splitting

studies.
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